
Ropeless Dub or Highliner: Speed of Ropeless Fishing vs. Static Buoys 
For trawl (long line) fishing using the ‘individual release’ method 

 

The table on the next page breaks the hauling and dumping of a trawl (long line) into individual task. It compares the estimated time for each task to what this 
task might take for a trawl with static buoys.  As any new technique, ropeless fishing at first will take longer.  You will then speed up as you gain experience, 
optimize your boat layout and how tasks are aligned for maximum productivity.  So, for each task we are providing two time estimates based on observations of 
pot fishers first using ropeless, and after a number of years of experience and boat optimizations.  

The numbers in the table are estimates for a deep trawl at 100 fathoms depth and equipped with 200 fathom end lines for work in high currents.  We provided a 
third column in this worksheet, where you can enter numbers to estimate ‘ropeless’ time expense or savings for your conditions and experience. 

Additional Factors to Consider 

The table does not consider several factors that may result in significant time expense or savings.  These include: 

 Grappling snagged gear:  Sometimes buoys will not pop-up, generally due to some snag involving the buoy, rope, bag or marine fouling.   This will happen 
frequently at first, and less once you got things tuned in.  Time to grapple depends on experience, the fishing depth and ground conditions.  Once you have 
experience, it will generally no longer be a big factor. And because you can range to snagged gear, you should almost always be able to recover it. 
 

 Buoys submerging in high currents:  This can work both ways; additional time or time savings.  If you have trouble spotting or getting to a buoy in high current 
after pop-up, it may submerge and you have to wait for slack current to get it.  Once you manage to get the buoys to pop-up reliably close by, you may be able 
to save time or room on your boat.  Static buoys will submerge beyond a certain current based on the rope scope and buoy.  But even small pop-up buoys will 
surface in strong currents because of the slack rope coming out of the bag.  Only once the slack is exhausted will the buoy submerge.  Some ropeless fishers 
find they can access their catch in higher currents where a static buoy may submerge, requiring another trip. And one fishing partnership in Australia 
documented a 40% time saving to catch their annual quota when they went ropeless.  Or, they use of smaller hard floats may save room on dumping day. 

 
 Gear conflict (overlay) and congested areas:   As a ropeless fisher, you want to use good GPS (virtual) gear marking and make sure those positions are known 

to other fishers in your area.  This can be done with our free Ropeless Fisher app (Android), or by other means agreed in your area.   In areas closed to buoy 
lines where everyone fishes ropeless, you may see fishing become faster and more efficient.   That is because you can always see all gear nearby on your 
screen.  And if the community is cooperative and everyone agrees to set a wide ‘visibility radius’ in the app, and you can see the gear field and plan before you 
even go out.  It’s more difficult in mixed areas with some pop-up and some static fishing.   You want to make sure your positions are well known to the static 
fishers in the area.   On one hand, you will have an advantage because you don’t have vulnerable buoy lines.  But, you may also have to invest in strong 
hydraulics so you can haul your gear even if others have set on top of you.  In very congested areas, you will see more overlay if your locations are not known 
or respected by others.   But in a collaborative environment, fishers of large singles in Australia have found they can place traps closer.   That’s because the 
footprint of a trap with a bag floating a few fathoms above is much smaller than that of a trap with a long buoy line.  So, you won’t get entangled buoy lines. 

  



                        Time Relative to Static Buoy Operation 

Task Ropeless 
Dub: (getting 
started, boat 
not 
optimized) 

Ropeless 
Highliner: 
(experienced 
w/ 
optimized 
boat) 

Your 
Estimate 

Searching, connecting and ranging to the next acoustic release.  Once in range (about 150-350 m distance), it 
takes about 20-60 seconds to connect, and then ranging starts.   With limited experience, your approach or prior 
gear marking may be off target, requiring additional time to search before connecting.  An experienced operator 
will generally connect while steaming towards the next trawl, and use the range readings to pilot the boat.  So, no 
additional time is needed. 

+3m +0m  

Triggering the release.  This process takes about 30-60 seconds, after which the buoy is released.  You’ll generally 
press the ‘Trigger’ once ranging shows you are directly above and you are in neutral, so that the buoy will surface 
close by as the boat drift matches that of the rising buoy.    

+1m +30s  

Buoy rising to surface.   The buoy rises at a speed of 1 fathom per second.   If experienced and boat optimized, the 
buoy might pop-up just before you get there. We are assuming 100 fathoms depth here. 

+1m 40s +1m 40s  

Spotting the buoy and getting alongside.  At first, your whole crew may be on lookout, and the buoy may pop up 
anywhere.  Perhaps it’s not spotted right away.  With experience, you will use the ranging information and pilot 
the boat so that the buoy pops up generally just ahead of the boat, maybe 10 o’clock position if your wheel is on 
the port side.  

+2m +30s  

Hauling, emptying & re-baiting the trawl.   This is a little faster for ropeless, because you won’t have to haul in the 
second end line.   It’s still in the bag.   We are assuming here that for a static buoy you are hauling the end line in 
at 2 fathoms per second (8 knots), so you are saving 100 seconds with ropeless.  

-1m 40s -1m 40s  

Packing the bag and arming the mechanism.  At first, you may pack manually, perhaps 3 minutes for a 200 fathom 
bag, then take another minute and a half to arm.  Once experienced and boat optimized, you will use the hydraulic 
line hauler to fill the bag.   A crew member will fill and arm bags, keeping a few bags ready at all times for immediate 
use.  This will be only a part time task for an experienced crew member.   

+4m 30s +0m   

Setting the first end line.  Again, a ropeless saving.   There is no end line to set.  You kick the bag and the anchor 
follows immediately thereafter.   If you are moving at eight knots, setting a 200 fathom end line will take you 100 
seconds.  Kicking the bag and anchor out may take about 10 sec depending on the length of the stub line connecting 
the bag to the anchor. 

-1m 30s -1m 30s  

Setting the trawl (anchor to anchor).  This will be at the same speed with ropeless or static buoy. 0 0  
Setting the second end line.  The same ropeless savings as for the first end line applies. -1m 30s -1m 30s  

       Additional Time per Trawl vs. Static Buoy:           +7m 30s     -2m 0s 

       Additional Time per Day for 20 Trawls:         +2h 30m    -0h 40m   



How long does it takes to get proficient with ropeless 

 

Based on our observations, be prepared that it may take you about three seasons of fishing before your ropeless operations are really tuned in. 

 First Season:  The system will work, but you may encounter a lot of difficulties. The bags may be ‘snaggy’, requiring a lot of grappling and the 
development of a productive grappling technique.  Buoys may seem to pop up in any which direction and distance, and you may miss some in high 
currents before they submerge again.  There could be problems with interference sources from your boat that need to be worked out.  Bag filling and 
arming may be slow, in particular if you do the filling by hand. 
   

 Second Season:  You should have done a number of boat optimizations such as getting the right hydraulic line hauler to fill the bags. You’ll have good 
work stations and fixtures for tasks such as release arming, and you have figured out various snag potentials and corrected them.   You’ll have become 
good at anticipating where the buoys will surface and are piloting the boat so they pop up quite consistently where you expect them.  You know how to 
use the acoustic range readings and ranging reliability reports to know when to hit the trigger.  You can predict exactly when buoys will pop up and spot 
them right away.  Your crew has become quite experienced at filling and arming bags, at spotting problems.   Overall things will go much smoother and 
faster, and perhaps this is the first time you’ll be happy with your ropeless setup.   But, don’t get overly confident and still expect some problems.  One 
fisher at this point kept extending his soak times, and after several reliable hauls, suddenly half the buoys didn’t pop up!   What was the problem?  
Barnacles had started growing on the bags, fouling up the release cord that holds the bag shut.   The solution was the installation of a pressure washer 
station on the boat to quickly clean bags before deploying again.  
 

 Third season:  By now you have the long-term experience it takes for productive and reliable ropeless fishing.   The boat and operations are all tuned in, 
your crew is well experienced.   You know how to avoid or deal with unusual situations efficiently.  Other fishers in the area are well familiar with your 
operations and local agreements may have developed to minimize conflict.   Overall, your ropeless fishing should now be more efficient and more secure 
(lower gear loss) than static buoy fishing.   If it’s not, keep optimizing! 

     

It gets better with experience:  The graph shows the rate of pop-up fails vs. experience of 
the fisher.  Blue are sea trials while green represents commercial ropeless fishers.  The hauls 
evaluated and the fisher’s haul experience are indicated in numbers below each graph 
(hauls evaluated / hauls total experience). 


